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Iowa:  Rivers run through it 





Unique perspective on Iowa 
Rivers 

•  Influenced by my paddling history 
•  Influenced by growing up on Iowa rivers 
•  Worked in sewage treatment on the Mississippi  
•  Helped design and implement the Master River 

Stewards Program for IRR 
•  I’m a river rat! 



Recent paddles for Iowa Water 
Trails, ~1400 miles: 
�  Big Sioux 

�  Little Sioux 

�  West Nishnabotna 

�  West Fork DSM 

�  Lizard Creek 

�  DSM in Webster Co. 

�  DSM in Central Iowa 

�  Lower DSM 

�  Odessa Wildlife Area 

 

�  Raccoon (part) 

�  Cedar (middle) 

�  Iowa (lower) 

�  Maquoketa (part) 

�  Upper Iowa 

�  Skunk (south fork) 

�  Middle & North Rivers 

�  Beaver and Walnut Creeks 

�  Chichaqua Bottoms 
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Many problems: 

�  Excessive sedimentation 

�  Excess nutrients 

� Human-made chemicals (pesticides, salt, 
caffeine, pharmaceuticals, etc.) 

�  Loss and/or poor management of riparian zones 

�  Extremes in water runoff causing flooding 

� Channelization and other modifications 

�  Littering by the careless 



Reversing our behavior has begun: 

�  Floods have led to FEMA buyouts and new public land usually 
becomes parks, reducing damage to infrastructure 

�  Lowhead and even larger dams are being removed, adding 
opportunities and diversity. 

�  New vegetative methods are being tried to slow bank erosion 

�  Rivers are being allowed to meander, doing what rivers do 

�  Project AWARE, Water Trails Program, Master River Stewards 
Program, and other education efforts are growing 

�  Beginning to tackle the non-point solution problems 

























































































































Rivers are our habitat, to be sure! 



We play in them… 



and fish them… 



and paddle them… 



and run them if we dare. 



We camp along them… 



and enjoy their flow and solitude. 



Rivers are the only reasonably continuous 
corridor of habitat we have left in Iowa. 

But we are not the only users of rivers. 



Rivers connect an otherwise fragmented landscape! 
 



What kind of state do we 
want for ourselves, our 
children, and grandchildren? 



Wild places mean wild possibilities!	

 

Contact information: 

Pease Environmental Consulting 
Email:  jlpease@iastate.edu 

Phone:  515/232-5381 
Cell:  515/480-7858 

 


